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The Role of Potassium in Stomatal Opening
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International Maize and Wheat Improvement Center, Londres, Mexico

Functional stomata are present on the surfaces of all green terrestrial plants. The
aperture of stomata in leaves is sensitive to a number of environmental factors
including light, carbon dioxide concentration, temperature, humidity and, a recent
addition to the list, atmospheric pollutants such as sulphur dioxide. In most species
(an important exception are certain succulents, especially Crassulaceae) stomata
are generally open during the day and closed at night under optimal growing condi-
tions. This is largely the result of opening and closing movements in response to
illumination and darkness respectively, with the possible assistance of an endogenous
rhythm in stomatal activity. Stomatal opening under such conditions is associated
with an increase, usually substantial, in turgor pressure of the stomatal guard cells,
resulting from an increase in the concentration of solutes or osmotic pressure of the
contents of these cells; closing in darkness is the reverse process. These aspects of
stomatal physiology have been extensively reviewed by Meidner and Mansfield
(1968).

Considerable uncertainty existed in the literature as to the exact nature of the
solutes causing the rise in osmotic pressure in guard cells following illumination. The
starch sugar hypothesis of Lloyd (1908) was widely held for many years. It relied
largely on the observation that starch, which is often present in large amounts in
guard cells chloroplasts, is reduced in amount as stomata open; it was proposed that
small molecular weight sugars were formed from the starch, leading to the net9 increase in osmotic pressure. However the hypothesis eventually lost favour mainly
because of the failure to demonstrate the proposed large quantities of sugars in
guard cells. No satisfactory hypothesis replaced the starch sugar one.

Some early work had demonstrated the effect of external cations on the behaviour
of stomata in isolated epidermal strips (lljin, 1922; Imamura, 1943). Potassium and
sometimes other group I cations stimulated opening; a catalytic role for potassium
was suggested. Later several reviewers had pointed to the possibility that the solute
build up in guard cells with opening was the result of the massive accumulation of
external solutes, perhaps ions such as K (Ketallapper, 1963; Hanson, 1963). It was
this possibility in particular which stimulated the studies on the mechanism of
stomatal movement which are reported here. The initial work was carried out in the
plant water relations laboratory of Dr. T. C. Hsiao at the University of California, Davis.
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The first step was to obtain functional isolated stomata. The epidermal strip system
had been used by previous workers but with little attention as to whether stomata
were alive and functioning (Heath, 1959). Abaxial epidermal strips from leaves of
Vicia faba were found to give the most satisfactory strips. Neutral red uptake and
protoplasmatic streaming indicated that the guard cells were living; on the other
hand most epidermal cells were ruptured. The ability of stomata in floating epidermal
strips to respond normally was tested by exposure to light plus CO-free air with
control strips being kept in dark plus normal air. The former condition was used to
simulate the environment of stomata in illuminated leaves, where it had been shown
that the reduction in intercellular space C02 concentration by mesophyll photo-
synthesis was a major component causing opening upon illumination (Meidner and
Mansfield, 1968). Floating epidermal strips on JKCI solutions permitted a normal
stomatal opening response according to several criteria (Table 1 ). Of the solution
used in Table 1 it was easily demonstrated that the only essential component was
the K. These results were reported in Fischer (1968a, 1968b) and Fischer and
Hsiao (1968).

Table I Effect of 3 hours exposure to light plus C02-free air (L) or to dark plus
normal air (D) on stomatal aperture, guard cell solute potential and guard cell starch
score (scale 0 to 7) in leaf discs on water and isolated epidermal strips floating on
KCI solution. Initially stomata in dark with aperture of 2 to 4 microns and starch
scores of 5.8 (leaf discs) and 5.5 (strips); from Fischer (1968b).

Conditions Leaf disc Epidermal strip LSD 5%

Experiment 1

Stomata[ aperture, microns
L 10,0 11,0 2,0
D 1,6 3,8 2,0

Guard cell solute potential, bars
L -16,2 -16,2 6,1
D - 8,2 - 6,3 1,9

Experiment 2
Stomatal aperture, microns

L 10,5 11.5 1,2
D 3,5 6,7 1,2

Guard cell starch score
L 3,9 2,9 1,1
D 4,9 4,5 1,1

The sensitivity of illuminated isolated stomata in the Vicia faba system to external K
concentration (Fig. 1 ) pointed to uptake of K bythe guard cells. Fujino (1967) working
independently in Japan, and no doubt following up the earlier work on ions by
Imnamura (1943), had demonstrated not only a stimulatory effect of K in opening of
isolated stomata of Commeina communis and Al/iurn cepa but also substantial
accumulation of K in the guard cells. This accumulation was demonstrated using a K
specific stain, cobalt sodium nitrite. Uptake of K during opening had been established;
the important question was, quantitatively, how much K was being accumulated?
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Fig.?1. Stomatal opening in response to KCI concentration in dark+normal air and
light4C02-free air. Results are from various experiments, each designated by a
different symbol (solid, dark+normal air; open, Iight+C02-free air) and involving 5
to 16 replicates. Results were corrected in each experiment to give identical mean
apertures in dark+normal air at zero KCl (i.e. 4,4 microns). Insert shows the mean
response to KCI on a linear scale, which was plotted from arbitrary points taken off
the two composite curves drawn in the main figure (from Fischer and Us/a, 1968).

Radioactive tracers. Rbs and later with similar results K", were used to measure K
* accumulation by guard cells in Vicia taba (Fischer and Usiso. 1968; Humble and

Us/so, 1970; Fischer,. 1972). The methodology was similar to that used in studies of
ion accumulation by other plant tissues, It was necessary to work with epidermal
strips in which all or most epidermal cells were broken, otherwise uptake of tracers
by these cells would obscure uptake by guard cells. Early results (Fischer and Us/ac.
1968) indicated an increase in guard cell K concentration of approximately 300 mM
with stomatal opening in light plus C02-free air in strips floating on 10 mM KICC.
Assuming the uptake or internal formation of a corresponding concentration of anion
the calculated increase in guard cell osmotic pressure would be 12 bars, about equal
to that measured earlier (Table 1 ). Thus it was unnecessary to invoke sugar formation
from starch or the production of other (unknown) solutes to explain the rise in
guard cell osmotic pressure. Starch degradation was observed in the V/cia guard
cells, and it paralleled stomatal opening and K uptake. It was tentatively suggested
by Fischer and Us/so (1968) that this Starch breakdown lead to organic acid anion
synthesis in the guard cells.
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The above results and those of Fujino (1967) resulted in renewed interest in the
role of ions in stomatal opening. With the Vicia faba system Humble and Hsiao (1969)
demonstrated a highly-specific requirement of K for the light-activated opening of
stomata. They later showed efflux of K when stomata closed, little or no light
stimulation of Na uptake, and the dependence of light stimulated K influx on energy
provided by photosystem I and cyclic electron flow (Humble and Hsiao, 1970). The
results of Pallaghy (1970) suggested that the specific requirement of K in stomatal
opening of Viciafaba was only manifest in the presence of 1 mM Ca; in the absence of
Ca, Na stimulated opening to the same extent as K. Willmer and Mansfield (1969)
showed that stomatal opening in light in epidermal strips of Cormemina communis
was stimulated to a greater extent by Na than by K; in the absence of external ions
no stomatal opening took place. Thomas (1970) also working with epidermal strips
showed that light opening of tobacco stomata was greatly stimulated by K; however
dark opening of stomata of Kalanchoe marmorata, a succulent species, appears to 0
involve Na accumulation.

Several aspects of the original work demonstrating the role of K in stomatal opening
in Vicia faba in epidermal strips had been criticised (Levitt, 1969; Mi/thorpe, 1969).
In particular it remained to be established that K played the same role in non-isolated
stomata in leaves. This and other aspects of the system were examined in the
laboratory of Professor R. O.Slatyer at the Australian National University (Fischer,
1971; Fischer. 1972).
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Fig. 2. The relationship between potassium content estimated with Rb and guard
cell potassium stain for isolated epidermal strips (Fischer, 1971 ). Potassium content
is expressed per unit area of epidermal strip. The correlation coefficient (r) of the
linear regression is significant at P less than 0,01.
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* Fig.3. Typical potassium staining in guard cells of leaf pieces (A) and isolated
epidermal strips (B) illuminated in COt-free air for 3 hours (Fischer, 1971). Staining
immediately prior to illumination is shown in C (leaf pieces) and D (isolated strips).
Leaf pieces were floated abaxial surface uppermost on distilled water; isolated
epidermal strips were floated on 10mM KCI. Note all stomata appear closed after
contact with the concentrated staining solution.

Circumstantial evidence pointing to the importance of K for normal stomatal
function in leaves were the studies of K deficient maize and alfalfa plants (Peas/ee
and Moss, 1966; Cooper, Blazer and Brown, 1967). Sawhney and Zelitch (1969)
used the electron microprobe to analyze K in individual guard cells on tobacco
leaves; massive accumulations were shown in light open stomata. In the case of
Vicis faba Fischer (1971) employed the K staining technique to obtain quantitative
estimates of K concentration in stomata in leaves. With isolated epidermal strips the
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Fig. 4. A. Changes in aperture upon transfer to light plus COs-free air then later to
dark plus normal air of stomata of leaf pieces floated on distilled water (Fischer.
1971). B. Relationship of the degree of potassium staining in the guard cells to
stomatal aperture for the aperture changes shown in A. The correlation coefficient (r)
of the linear regression is significant at P less than 0,01.
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intensity of the K stainingreaction in guard cells was calibrated against their content
of K as measured with "Rb (Fig.2). Stomata, opened on leaf pieces floating on
water in light were removed and immediately stained for K content. From the
staining intensity of guard cells thus treated, it was estimated that guard cell K
concentration in non-isolated stomata was as great as in isolated stomata (Fig. 3).
K concentration increased linearly with increase in aperture (Fig.4), the slope of
the relationship being 65 mM K pm -'. Again this is more than sufficient K to explain
the observed increases in guard cell osmotic pressure.

The problem of the origin of this K in the leaf has not been solved although it is
suggested that K arriving in the vicinity of the guard cells via the transpiration stream
could be a major source. Alternatively epidermal cells could loose K to guard cells
during stomatal opening as in maize (Raschke and Fellows, 1971).

It should be pointed out that the above study with Vicia refers to aperture in the
absence of epidermal cell back pressure. Decrease in epidermal cell turgor in the
normal leaf situation contributes a considerable passive component to stomatal
opening upon illumination in Vicia faba (Fischer, unpublished) and probably in
many other species (Meidner and Mansfield, 1968). Absence of epidermal cell back
pressure explains why stomata in darkened epidermal strips of Vicia faba are partly
open.-

The above results with Vicia faba were confirmed by a very thorough study
involving electron probe analysis of leaf-opened Vicia faba stomata: K was accu-
mulated in quantities equivalent to the increase in osmotic pressure while Na, Cl, P,
and S were not accumulated to any significant extent during opening (Humble and
Raschke, 1971 ). This group of workers has also established that K accumulates in
guard cells for open stomata in leaves of corn, Zea mays (Pallaghy, 1971; Raschke
and Fellows, 1971 ). Graham and Ulrich (1972) recently published indirect evidence
supporting the involvement of K in stomatal opening of sugar beet leaves. Thus the
role of inorganic solute accumulation, in particular K accumulation, by guard cells
during light opening of stomata seems to be well established in a wide range of
species.

More recently other aspects of K accumulation by Vicia faba guard cells in epi-
dermal strips have been studied using radioactively labelled K (Fischer, 1972). The
main results may be summarized as follows:

1. Intact epidermal cells of epidermal strips do participate in K tracer uptake. If
all epidermal cells were intact in a given area of epidermis, they would contain 4 to
6 times the K contained in illuminated guard cells in the same area. Thus numbers
of intact epidermal cells must be kept low (< 5%) for precise studies of K fluxes in
guard cells.

2. Stomatal opening reaches maximum values after 300 to 500 minutes in the
light; the halftime for these processes is however about 100 minutes. Since accumu-
lation of K label is linearly related to aperture soon after the simultaneous initiation
of illumination and exposure to labelled K solutions, the initial guard cell pool of K
(darkened stomata) must be small relative to initial influxes in the light. Influx and
efflux measurements after the attainment of a steady state aperture and K content in
light suggest that this steady state is due to a fall in the initially high influx of K
ratherthan a rise in the efflux. Maximum net fluxes (influxes) were at least 16x10- 2

moles cm-' sec-', somewhat higher than recorded in most plant systems.
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3. The presence of external Ca reduces stomatal opening in Vicia faba (Pallaghy,
1970). This was closely related to reduced accumulation of K by guard cells. Similarly
aperture changes in response to external K concentration were closely related to K
accumulation. In the presence and absence of small concentrations of Ca, aperture
was linearly related to the logarithm of the external K concentration.

4. Light and C02-free air have independent stimulatory effects on stomatal
aperture and .K accumulation; given together their effects are usually synergistic
(Fischer and Pallaghy, unpublished).

5. In all situations where content of radioactive tracer measured K content of the
guard cells (i.e. after exposure to label for at least 100 minutes). this content was
linearly related to stomatal aperture (free of epidermal cell back pressure) with con-
siderable precision and regardless of the factors used to vary aperture (time, light,
C02, K concentration, Ca, metabolic inhibitors). In the majority of the experiments
more than 80% of the variation in stomatal aperture was linearly related to changes
in K content of guard cells. The mean of the linear regression slopes of 16 experiments
was 2,6×10- 3 pmoles of K per cm2 of epidermis per Irm change in aperture; the
standard error of this mean was 0,1 x 10-3 pmoles.

6. The slope parameter in 5. represents an increase in guard cell K concentration of
40 mM per vm increase in aperture (2 x 6300 guard cells cm-', 5 x 10 - cm 3 per guard
cell). This value, close to earlier estimates of K concentration changes, is however
somewhat more accurate. Results of double-labelling experiments with 'CI and 42 K
suggest that Cl uptake by guard cells in epidermal trips is usually about one quarter
of equivalent K uptake (Fischer and Pallaghy, unpublished), with organic acid
anions, internally-generated from starch breakdown, implicated as the other source
of counter ions. If the latter were divalent malate, the osmotic equivalent of the K
accumulation would be approximately 1,5 bars pm-'. This agrees reasonably well
with recent more accurate measurements of changes in guard cell osmotic pressure
(Fischer, unpublished); the mean figure was 2,0 bars Im-' for Vicia stomata in
epidermal strips and free of epidermal cell back pressure, and the relationship
aperture-osmotic pressure was linear.

Several new aspects of K accumulation by guard cells have been reported recently.
Mansfield and Jones (1971 ) have shown that the inhibition of stomatal opening in
Commelina comnunis by the plant hormone abscisic acid was associated with
reduced K accumulation. Secondly the well known stimulatory effect of low intensity
blue light on stomata (Meidner and Mansfield, 1968) appears, in the case of Vicia
faba at least, to be quantitatively related to stimulated K uptake by guard cells
(Hsiao. Allaway and Evans, 1972).

Many intriguing questions remain to be answered. The postulated appearance
upon opening of massive quantities of malate or related anions in the guard cells has
yet to be demonstrated; in fact it is difficult from known metabolic pathways to see
how organic acid synthesis can proceed in the absence of external C02. Little is
known about the exact nature of the coupling of K uptake to factors stimulating
stomatal opening such as light, blue light and low CO concentration, or the impor-
tance of chloroplasts compared to mitochondria as energy sources in the process.
Thus although the K uptake hypothesis appears to have answered one long-disputed
question regarding stomatal opening, we are still far from a complete understanding
of the metabolic bases of this process.
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